Cut 7 1/2” by 3 1/2” Rectangles

Make 1 copy of this Template.
Place in Bag #4.

Paper Piecing Template

Cut 6 1/2” by 3” Rectangles

Corner Template JFB-1: Light Fabrics: Choose two light fabrics. Cut (5)
7-1/2” by 3-1/2” pieces from both fabrics. Stack fabrics right sides up. Use
template JFB-1 and crosscut the rectangles into 10 pieces. You will only use 9
pieces to complete each unit.

Page 4. Column 2: Correction
Corner Template CGC-1: Light Fabrics:
Choose two light fabrics. Cut (6) 6-1/2” by 3”
pieces from each fabric. Stack three pieces
right sides up and three pieces wrong sides
up from each fabric. Use template CGC-1 and
crosscut the rectangles into twelve pieces.

Page 3. Column 2: Correction

2. Stack 12 fabrics right
sides up. Position one CGB-2
Template Layout Sheet onto
this stack of fabric. These
pieces are for the left side
units. Stack the other 10 fabrics wrong side up and place
another CGB-2 Template
Layout Sheet onto this
stack. These pieces are for
the right side units.

Page 3. Column 1: Correction
13”

Spike Template JFF-3:
Dark Fabrics: Cut (1) 13”
by 42” strip from each of
the 10 fabrics. Crosscut (30)
10-1/2” by 13” rectangles
from your dark fabrics. If
using ten fabrics, only cut
three rectangles from each
strip. Open and stack your
strips before cutting. Stack the rectangles and crosscut
(8) 1-1/2” by 10-1/2” strips from each dark fabric, [Template JFF-3]. Set the remaining fabric aside for Template
JFF-4.
10 1/2”

Template Layout Sheet CGB2: Dark Fabrics: 1. Set two
dark fabrics pieces aside for
the corner units on page 4. From
the other eight dark fabrics, cut
(1) 12-1/2” by 42” strip. Open
and stack your strips before
cutting. Crosscut (3) 10” by
12-1/2” rectangles from six of
the dark strips and (2) 10” by 12-1/2” rectangles from the
last two dark strip for a total of (22) pieces. Don’t cut
any extra pieces.

